Live fluorescence images of a MDCK cluster expressing LifeAct-GFP on a collagen coated soft silicone gel before, during and after a 10 min pulse of 10% biaxial strain. The acquisition time of each snap shot is marked by a black dot on the time axis. Scale bar, 20 µm. Figure 13| Crack formation in clusters with different permeabilities. a,b, Live fluorescent images of MDCK clusters expressing LifeAct-Ruby (a) and ZO-1-GFP (b) during and after 10 min pulses of 10% biaxial strain. Cells were first subjected to a stretch/unstretch pulse in regular culture medium. Upon stretch cessation, cracks appeared in most cell-cell junctions (first row). After crack sealing, we replaced the medium with trypsin 0.5X for 5 min. As expected, cells rounded up and ZO-1 became cytoplasmic. We then applied a second stretch/unstretch pulse and no cracks were observed (second row). Finally, we replaced trypsin with fresh cell culture medium and cells re-adhered on the substrate. After 30 minutes, cells formed a confluent monolayer, actin localized at the cell cortex, but ZO-1 remained partly cytoplasmic, indicating leakiness. Upon applying a third stretch/unstretch pulse, no cracks were visible. The acquisition time of each snap shot is marked by a black dot on the time axis. Arrowheads point at cracks. Epithelial clusters are 80 µm in diameter. supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Gibco), 100 µg/ml penicillin and 100 μg/ ml streptomycin. Selection antibiotic geneticin was added at 0.5 mg/ml to LifeAct stable cell lines. MDCK II expressing both MHC-GFP and LifeAct-Ruby were cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium supplemented with Glutamax (Gibco), 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Gibco), 100 µg/ml penicillin and 100 μg/ ml streptomycin. Cells were maintained at 37 ºC in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO 2. During experiments, cells were serum deprived and supplemented with 25 mM Hepes. PDMS patterning membranes. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) membranes for micropatterning were fabricated according to procedures described previously [1] [2] [3] . Briefly, SU8-50 masters containing cylinders of 80 μm or 200 μm in diameter were raised using conventional photolithography. Uncured PDMS was spin-coated on the masters to a thickness lower than the height of the SU8 feature (35 μm) and cured for 2 h at 65 °C. A thick border of PDMS was added at the edges of the membranes for handling purposes.
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PDMS was then peeled off from the master and kept in ethanol at 4 °C until use.
Soft silicone gel. Soft elastomeric silicone gels were prepared using a protocol based on previous publications [4] [5] [6] . Briefly, silicone elastomer was synthesized by mixing a 1:1 weight ratio of CY52-276A and CY52-276B (Dow Corning Toray). After degassing, the gel was cured at 80 ºC for 2 h on treated stretchable PDMS membranes. To assess the shape of the cracks (Fig. 1f ,g, Supplementary Fig. 6 ), cells were patterned on 12kPa PAA hydrogels adhered on PDMS stretchable membranes. Immediately after stretch cessation cells were fixed with 8% paraformaldehyde in PBS (without previous washes) for 10 min followed by permeabilization and blocking and antibody incubation as described above. All cells were then washed and mounted in Mowiol reagent. Unless noted otherwise, images were acquired with a Nikon C1Si confocal microscope using a 60× 1,4NA lens.
Supplementary Note 1:
Hydrogel theory and finite element calculations
Ideal elastomeric hydrogel behavior: theory
An elastomeric hydrogel is a network of cross-linked long polymer chains swollen with a solvent. The small molecules of the solvent can migrate in, out, and move within the polymeric gel. A dry gel placed in a solvent medium will attract solvent to increase the mixing entropy by diluting the chain segments, which can be viewed as osmolites. However, as the gel swells, the polymer chains stretch and decrease their entropy, reaching eventually an equilibrium swelling ratio. External mechanical stretching of the gel is a bias on the network free energy, further driving solvent influx (swelling). Conversely, mechanical compression increases the chemical potential of the solvent inside the gel, driving efflux (de-swelling).
Ideal elastomeric gels, such as polyacrylamide (PAA) hydrogels, are very well described by a recent nonlinear theory. 7, 8, 9 The ideal behavior is complicated if the solvent contains ions and the polymer is a polyelectrolyte. 10 Here, we deal with a neutral polyacrylamide gel, which has been shown to be quite insensitive to ionic strength within the ranges of the phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution used here.
11 Therefore, our polyacrylamide-PBS gels can be expected to behave like an ideal elastomeric gel.
We describe next the theory coupling the large deformation of the gel with the mass transport of the solvent. 7 Adopting a Lagrangian description of deformation, we suppose that the gel occupies a region Ω 0 in its reference dry state. The coordinates X in this reference state label material particles. The particle X is placed at position x(X, t) after deformation (possibly involving swelling) in time t. The deformation gradient measuring local strain is then F iI (X, t) = ∂x i /∂X I (X, t). In the total Lagrangian description of the gel, all quantities are referred to the fixed reference state. For instance, C(X, t) denotes the molar concentration of solvent molecules per unit reference volume of a material particle that was in position X at t = 0.
Following Flory and Huggins, the free energy per unit volume of dry polymer can be written in terms of the deformation gradient and the chemical potential of the solvent µ(X, t) as
where N is the number of polymer chains per unit reference volume, J = det F is the Jacobian determinant measuring volume changes relative to the dry reference state, k is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, and v is the molar volume of solvent. The term multiplied by N is the network free energy, while the term involving
is the mixing free energy, consisting of an entropic and an enthalpic term; χ > 0 provides a negative enthalpic affinity between the polymer and the solvent, and when χ < 0.5, this free energy always favors increasing the amount of solvent molecules per unit volume of dry polymer. The fact that volume changes of the gel can only occur due to solvent migration is expressed in the theory by the molecular incompressibility condition, 1 + Cv = J, which allows us to compute the molar concentration of solvent molecules per unit reference volume as C = −∂W/∂µ = (1 − J)/v. This form of the free energy, as compared to an alternative form in terms of F and C, 7 is more convenient for the finite element implementation of the theory. 12 Conservation of solvent molecules, in the absence of solvent sources, can be expressed as
where J is the nominal flux of solvent (per unit undeformed area) and naught in ∇ 0 indicates that derivatives are taken with respect to material coordinates X. The diffusive flux of solvent molecules adopts the classical form
where D is a constant for solvent diffusivity, ∇ involves derivatives with respect to the Eulerian coordinates x, and c is the true molar concentration per unit physical volume, related to the concentration per unit volume of dry polymer by the relation c = C/J. In Lagrangian terms, Eq. (4) can be expressed as
Replacing this kinetic relation into Eq. (3) and invoking the molecular incompressibility condition, the conservation of solvent molecules can be written as
Balance of linear momentum, in the absence of external or inertial forces, can be written as
where the P = ∂W/∂F is the first Piola-Kirchhoff (nominal) stress tensor. Equations (6) and (7) form a system of four coupled and nonlinear partial differential equations, which together with initial and boundary conditions, allow us to solve for the deformation mapping x(X, t) and for the chemical potential µ(X, t). The weak form of these equations is the basis of the finite element method. 13 After multiplying Eq. (6) by an arbitrary test function η(X) compatible with the essential boundary conditions on µ and integrating by parts, conservation of solvent molecules can be written as
where( ) denotes time differentiation, the integrals are performed over the reference configuration, and Γ N,µ is the part of the boundary with prescribed fluxJ N . Balance of linear momentum follows from
where U(X) is now an arbitrary vector-valued test function, and Γ N,x is the part of the boundary with prescribed tractionT.
Modeling the gel without epithelial clusters
Our preparation procedure results in partially hydrated PAA gels, 14 which are then bonded to the PDMS substrate and fully hydrated (see Supplementary Fig. 18 ). We denote the stretch of the partially hydrated gel relative to the reference dry state by λ p . Upon bonding and full hydration, the gel swells adopting a vertical stretch denoted by λ sw , while upon drying, the vertical stretch is λ dry . Because the gel is bonded to the substrate, the lateral stretch stays at λ p . See Supplementary Fig. 18 for an illustration. Figure 18 : Different states of the gel and measurements to fit the material parameters. The green element represents a piece of gel of unit lateral dimensions in the reference dry state. This gel element is first isotropically swollen to adopt a lateral dimension λ p during preparation. When it is then bonded and fully hydrated, its lateral dimensions are constrained by the substrate and it only swells vertically. Experimentally, we can measure the thickness of the bonded gel relative to the preparation thickness (λ sw /λ p ), the ratio between the dry and the preparation thickness (λ p /λ dry ), and the change in relative thickness under stretch (λ str /λ sw ).
The theory presented above allows us to easily characterize uniform states of the gel, for instance when it is in equilibrium with the solvent or upon a sudden stretch. We deal later with more complex situations using finite element simulations. Because of the geometry of the system and the equibiaxial strain applied to the system, the deformation gradient adopts the form
where λ L is the lateral stretch relative to the dry state and λ Z is the stretch in the out-of-plane direction Z. Consequently, J = λ 2 L λ Z . In the absence of externally applied forces on the gel surface, mechanical equilibrium along Z is simply P zZ = 0, which recalling Eq. (1) can be expressed as
In the fully swollen and bonded state, λ L = λ p and the gel is in equilibrium with the solvent, i.e. the chemical potential is µ = 0 within the gel. Then, Eq. (11) allows us to compute λ Z = λ sw given the properties of the gel N and χ by finding the root of a nonlinear equation.
If the gel is suddenly stretched biaxially to λ L = λ p (1 + ε), where ε denotes the lateral nominal strain, it instantaneously contracts vertically due to incompressibility to adopt a vertical stretch of λ Z = λ sw / (1 + ε) 2 . The chemical potential of the solvent immediately after the sudden stretch can then be computed from Eq. (11), which turns out to be negative if ε > 0. As a result, solvent is driven into the gel, which eventually reaches a new equilibrium vertical stretch denoted by λ Z = λ str . Again, this stretch can be computed from Eq. (11) imposing λ L = λ p (1 + ε) and µ = 0.
If then the system is suddenly unstretched to λ L = λ p , by incompressibility λ Z = λ str (1+ε) 2 . The excess chemical potential can be computed from Eq. (11), which divided by v can be interpreted as an excess solvent pressure inside of the gel:
where
Since the gel is in contact with the solvent, it will progressively deswell to reach λ Z = λ sw .
Swelling and deswelling are transient processes in which the gel is in a non-uniform state. To obtain λ Z (Z, t) and µ(Z, t), a system of partial differential equations in one dimension can be easily solved numerically, 7 with zero flux boundary conditions at the bottom, and zero chemical potential and traction at the top. The placement of material positions as a function of time can ben be obtained by integrating λ Z (Z, t) = ∂z(Z, t)/∂Z.
Finite element formulation of hydrogel dynamics
Our experimental setup consists of a hydrogel slab bonded to an impermeable substrate, which imposes stretch, and embedded in a solvent. The hydrogel is covered by a pattern of epithelial islands of diameter 2A = 80 µm, with a typical separation of 2R = 200 µm. To model the system, we idealize the region around an epithelial cluster as a cylindrical region of gel covered by a disc-like impermeable barrier, see Supplementary Fig. 19 .
Due to axisymmetry, we consider the gel domain represented in the right panel of the figure. Because the theory is formulated in a reference dry gel, the dimensions of Ω 0 = [0, R 0 ]×[0, H 0 ] need to be scaled appropriately to account for swelling and bonding. For instance, for a gel with a swelling stretch of λ p = 2, a typical cluster separation of 2R = 200 µm, and a swollen thickness after bonding H, the dimensions of the reference gel domain should be R 0 = R/λ p = 50 µm and H 0 = H/λ sw . The radius of the impermeable cover in the reference domain should be A 0 = A/λ p = 20 µm.
The unknowns of the problem are now µ(R, Z, t) and the placement of material particles after deformation r(R, Z, t) and z(R, Z, t). The boundary conditions for the problem are as follows. Mechanically, the bottom part of the domain is fully clamped in the partially swollen state, while at the lateral parts of the boundary, only the r component is constrained r(R, 0, t) = λ p R, z(R, 0, t) = 0, r(0, Z, t) = 0, r(R 0 , Z, t) = λ p R 0 .
All other mechanical boundary conditions are traction-freē As for the mass transport boundary conditions, zero fluxJ N = 0 is applied everywhere except in the upper part of the boundary exposed to the solvent, where
Placing ourselves immediately after stretch release, when λ L = λ p and λ Z = λ str (1 + ε) 2 , we can compute the excess chemical potential µ * directly from Eq. (11). Thus, the initial conditions are r(R,
Having defined the boundary value problem, we describe next the finite element formulation that we use to approximate the solution numerically. We first summarize the model formulation under axisymmetry. The element of volume is dV = 2πRdRdZ. Because all fields are independent of the azimuthal angle Θ and there is no azimuthal displacement, θ(R, Z, t) = 0, deformation gradient takes the form
We denote byF the upper-left 2 × 2 submatrix and byJ its determinant. Noting that the metric in cylindrical coordinates is not Euclidean, we obtain the following expressions
which recalling Eq. (1) allow us to evaluate the free energy density. Denoting by∇ 0 = (∂/∂R, ∂/∂Z) the nabla operator in the symmetry plane of the reference coordinates, the weak form for balance of linear momentum in the absence of externally applied tractions takes the form
for any test function U(R, Z) = (U r (R, Z), U z (R, Z)) consistent with the fixed placement boundary conditions, where
and
Balance of solvent mass takes the form
In the finite element method, the deformation map and the chemical potential are approximated as (23) where N a (R, Z) and Q b (R, Z) are basis functions supported on a finite element mesh, while r a (t), z a (t) and µ b (t) are the nodal degrees of freedom. We denote by x(t) = (r 1 (t), z 1 (t), r 2 (t), z 2 (t), . . . , r n (t), z n (t)) T (24) the array containing all the deformation degrees of freedom, so that x ai represents r a if i = 1 and z a if i = 2.
It is very important to choose an appropriate combination of finite element spaces to discretize the deformation and the chemical potential, i.e. the span of the functions N a (R, Z) and Q b (R, Z) respectively. Indeed, at short times, this model behaves like an incompressible hyperelastic material, where µ can be interpreted as the pressure. 13 For such problems, the finite element spaces should obey the so-called LBB compatiblity condition. 15 A popular choice of compatible pair adopted here are Taylor-Hood finite elements. We choose N a (R, Z) as quadratic basis functions and Q b (R, Z) as linear basis functions supported on a triangulation.
The space-discrete finite element equations can be obtained by plugging Eq. (23) into Eqs. (19) and (22), and representing the variations (U r (R, Z), U z (R, Z)) and η(R, Z) using the basis functions N a (R, Z) and Q b (R, Z), respectively. To write them down concisely, we introduce the vector of nodal forces given by
for the a−th node along the i−th coordinate, and where i = 1, 2 correspond to r and z, respectively. Here and elsewhere, we adopt Einstein's summation convention for repeated indices. We also introduce the coupling matrix
and the diffusion matrix
It should be noted that this vector and these two matrices depend nonlinearly on the finite element deformation given by x. With these definitions, the discrete finite element equations for balance of linear momentum can be written as
and the discrete equations for solvent mass conservation as
Because no time-derivatives of µ b appear, these two sets of equations form a system of differentialalgebraic equations to solve for x ai (t) and µ b (t). We developed a Matlab code to implement these finite element equations, which were then integrated in time with a specialized solver (ode15s) for differential-algebraic equations.
Finite element calculations
We first consider the conditions of the Control experiments, with a typical gel thickness of H = 156 µm and an epithelial island radius of A = 40 µm. We later change these dimensions, but not the material parameters. Consequently, the overpressure upon stretch cessation is the same in all cases reported here, ∆p ≈ 3 kPa, see Eq. (12) . Supplementary Fig. 20a shows selected snapshots of the gel deformation, the solvent flow pattern, and the solvent pressure (µ/v). Starting from an initially uniform solvent over-pressure, the gel starts to relax by solvent efflux at the region of the gel in contact with the external solvent. Because solvent migration couples with the deformation of the gel, the impermeable partial cover produces not only inhomogeneous flow but also inhomogeneous deformation. Within 10 minutes, the gel has nearly equilibrated with the external solvent. The de-swelling of the gel is apparent in the figure. The profiles of the solvent overpressure at the top of the gel for selected instants is shown in Supplementary Fig. 20b . The left part of the domain is covered by an impermeable cover, while the right part is in contact with the bathing solvent. Hydraulic fractures form very early upon unstretching; they are present as early as we can observe, within seconds of stretch release. At these early times, a strong pressure gradient develops at the boundary of the epithelial island, but is confined to a narrow region only a few microns away from the edge. Consequently, the overpressure is significant (> 1 kPa) throughout most of the island, consistent with the observation that hydraulic fractures form everywhere in the cell clusters ( Supplementary  Fig. 14) . 
Normalized gel height
Supplementary Figure 21 : Short-time pressure relaxation through deformation of the gel. Selected snapshots of the poroelastic state of the gel at initial stages (top) and time evolution of the maximum and minimum normalized height of the gel top surface.
We expect at least two pressure relaxation times, associated to the lateral dimension of the islands and to the gel thickness. Supplementary Fig. 20c shows that the first of these timescales is of around 1 minute, while the second is about 10 minutes. Interestingly, we observe another very fast relaxation timescale of about 5 seconds. Closely examining the simulations, see Supplementary Fig. 21 , we identify that this relaxation mode is genuinely poroelastic, and not merely diffusive. Indeed, underneath the impermeable cover, the solvent overpressure drives elastic deformation of the gel. The fast pressure relief mechanism (see inset in Supplementary  Fig. 20c ) can be directly linked to local and transient bulging of the gel (see inset in Supplementary Fig. 21) .
We turn now to the effect of the thickness of the gel. We compare the response of the Control gel with that of a Thick gel (H = 336 µm) and a Thin gel (H = 62 µm). In the absence of epithelial islands, we expect the gel poromechanics to be independent of gel thickness at initial stages, when the presence of the lower boundary is not felt, while at later stages, the relaxation time should scale with H 2 (see Supplementary Note 2). Supplementary Fig. 22 shows that the long-time behavior conforms with this expectation, with the Thin gel fully relaxing within 2 minutes, and the Thick gel being still far from equilibration after 10 minutes. However, at short times, the pressure relaxation of the Thin gel is significantly slower than that of the the Control and Thick gels. Again, the explanation of this discrepancy lies in the fast poroelastic mechanism alluded to previously. For the Thin gel, bonding to the substrate imposes a stronger mechanical constraint, which impairs the localized bulging underneath the epithelium. Supplementary Fig. 23 compares the Control setup with another geometry with a larger island (A = 100 µm). The larger island leads to a significantly slower relaxation associated with the lateral equilibration, which becomes here comparable to the vertical equilibration. Furthermore, upwards bulging occurs only near the rim of the epithelial island, and is less effective in lowering the solvent pressure for the larger island.
Finally, in these finite element calculations, we have assumed that the epithelial island is impermeable. However, our data suggests that, because of the solvent overpressure, hydraulic fractures open, which contain part of the solvent expelled by the gel. This transient and limited permeability of the epithelium should further reduce the solvent pressure underneath the island. To estimate the strength of this effect, we introduce an upwards solvent flux consistent with the time-scale of fracture opening (a few seconds) and with the measured volume within the fractures per unit area of epithelium (0.35 µm). Supplementary Fig. 24 shows that indeed this mechanism reduced the solvent pressure underneath the gel, but the effect is not very significant in magnitude or duration. Supplementary Note 2: PAA hydrogel behavior
Fitting model parameters
We denote the thickness of the bonded and fully hydrated gel by H. To test if our PAA gels conform to the theory presented above, we considered a set of gels of identical preparation but different thickness, which we subjected to the stretch/unstretch maneuver (see Fig. 4 in main text) in the absence of a covering impermeable barrier (epithelium). The poroelastic flows caused by stretching, which induce a time-dependent evolution of the gel thickness h(t) and volume, relax at much longer time-scales for thicker gels. According to the theory or poroelasticity, the swelling/de-swelling dynamics of these gels with different thickness should collapse if we plot the normalized gel thickness h(t)/H against √ t/H. 8, 7 Supplementary Fig. 25 shows that this is the case for all our data. t (min) We then tried to fit the model parameters to our data for three different gel preparations, which we refer to as Control, Stiff and Soft. As illustrated in Supplementary Fig. 18 , the gel is prepared in a partially hydrated state, whose stretch λ p relative to the reference dry state is not known. Therefore, the parameters we need to fit are λ p , N, χ, and the kinetic parameter D. The three stretch ratios shown in the figure were measured experimentally for several gels. Since these three stretch ratios can be computed from the model as described in Supplementary Note 1 given N, λ p and χ, they provide a way to fit these parameters.
Young's modulus Y p at the preparation state is determined approximately by the polymerization protocol. 14 The nominal values for Y p in the Control, Stiff and Soft gels are 12 kPa, 200 kPa and 0.2 kPa. Theoretically, in the regime of fast deformations (no time for solvent migration) at the preparation state, it is given by Y p = 3NkT/λ p . 16 This provides extra information to fit the material parameters.
D was fitted from the kinetics of gel height evolution upon stretching, e.g. as shown in Supplementary Fig. 25 . For this, we solved numerically for λ Z (Z, t) and µ(Z, t) as described in Supplementary Note 1, and then integrated in space λ Z (Z, t) to obtain h(t). In our interpretation of the experiments, we view the epithelium as an impermeable barrier. However, the plasma membrane has finite permeability, 17 in the order of P f = 0.01 cm/s for the basolateral membrane of kidney cells. 18 Consequently, the overpressure upon stretch cessation could be relieved by water permeation through the plasma membrane. We argue next that this competing mechanism is very small compared to pressure relief by opening hydraulic fractures.
In the experiments with the Control gel, the typical volume enclosed within the fractures is of about 60 µm 3 per cell for a cell of lateral dimension L = 15 µm. These fractures are observed very early after stretch cessation, within seconds. We estimate next the volume of water that would cross the basal membrane of a cell in T = 2 seconds by permeation through the membrane. The water flux follows J v = k m ∆p, where k m = P f v/KT ≈ 10 −12 m 3 /(Ns) and ∆p ≈ 3 kPa. Thus, the water volume by permeation per cell is J v L 2 T ≈ 1.3 µm 3 , much smaller than the volume within the hydraulic fractures. Furthermore, this is an overestimation of the volume of water crossing the epithelium by permeation through the transcellular pathway, since ∆p rapidly drops as shown by the simulations.
Ideal elastomeric hydrogel vs. physiological ECM
The physiological extracellular matrix adjacent to an epithelial layer exhibits broad chemical diversity and spatial heterogeneity, and is composed of cross-linked protein filaments (collagen, fibronectin, elastin) embedded in a swollen hydrogel of glycan polymer chains. 19 It can therefore be viewed as a complex mixture of two components: a network of semi-flexible polymers, and an elastomeric hydrogel. As a result, the theory of poroelasticity outlined above will not properly capture specific types of matrix dominated by the semi-flexible component. In these networks, rather than chain and mixing entropy, the behavior is dominated by filament bending, resulting in unusual and fundamentally nonlinear mechanical properties such as a large negative normal stress under simple shear. 20 Interestingly, under biaxial stretch in similar conditions to ours, filament aligning and buckling has been shown to lead to an extreme volumetric behavior under large lateral stretches contrary to the one reported here: collagen gels expel fluid during severe stretching rather than during stretch release. 21 Our experiments show that the volumetric behavior of some physiological matrix compositions, including Matrigel and decellularized porcine matrix, is very similar to that of polyacrylamide gels, suggesting that the ideal hydrogel behavior, and not semi-flexible network behavior, is dominant.
Supplementary Note 3:
Estimation of the work of cell-cell separation Our observations provide a rough quantification of the work of cell-cell separation Γ. Ignoring dissipative mechanisms within the gel or the cells and ignoring cell-matrix decohesion, we assume that the work provided by the hydrostatic pressure ∆p when opening gaps of volume V is spent in fracturing the cell-cell contacts of area A and in increasing the cortex area by δS ∆pV = ΓA + T δS ,
where T is the cortical tension (see Charras et al. 22 for a related calculation). Since the size of the gaps does not depend significantly on cortex contractility (see Fig. 5 of main text), we neglect the work of cortical tension in our calculation. The examination of z-stacks provides an estimation of the volume to fractured area ratio in individual gaps or in the whole pattern. In either case, we obtain V/A ≈ 2 µm. Since ∆p ≈ 3 kPa, we estimate Γ ≈ 6 mN/m. This figure for the work of separation, which should not be confused with the adhesion surface tension, 23 is about an order of magnitude smaller than that estimated in tensile fracturing essays on suspended monolayers. 24 
